
Pre Seasoned Cast Iron Skillet Fry Pan Set 3 Pcs Frying Pan Set

RRP: $124.95

There's nothing like a cast iron frying pan to get the perfect sear on foods.

That's why they're many top chefs' number one choice for cooking. This

three-pan cast iron frying pan set by Randy & Travis Machinery takes

these cooking classics to the next level by pre-seasoning them, allowing

you to use them as soon as you open the box. They're the perfect

wedding, birthday, holiday, or graduation gift for the cook in your life.

This top-quality cast iron set will become a treasured heirloom, passed

down from one generation to the next. Cast iron is as sturdy as you can

get – almost unbreakable. Just season it again after you use it a few times

– at least several times a year. Rub it all over with oil after each use, and it

will give you and your heirs years of use. Cast iron's high heat retention

and even cooking capabilities, even at high heat, will make this set of

pans your daily go-to for fried chicken, pan-seared steaks, cornbread,

one-pan dinners, pancakes, and more. Saute, fry, grill, or even bake

whether on your barbeque grill, in your oven, or on top of your stove.

Their rugged construction makes them perfect to take along on camping

trips, too. Start your own family tradition of great cooking today. Buy your

set now!

Features and specifications:Features and specifications:

Material: Cast iron
Colour: Dark brown/black
Quantity: 3
Diameters: 6 in, 8 in, and 10 in
Heavy-duty construction
Rugged and durable
Heats food evenly
High heat retention
Naturally non-stick surface
Wide variety of uses
Pre-seasoned for immediate use
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